We are looking for an enthusiastic software developer who loves challenges and wants to work with a small team of creators to push our products to the next level:

Areas:
- Research and Development of our in-house HiL test benches (HoPHiL)
- Definition/conception of HiL test benches for our customers (hardware and software)
- Embedded SW Development in C/C++
- SW Development using Python
- Automotive Testing for Safety (ISO26262) and Cyber Security (ISO21434) related products
- Development of Tools to improve Test Automation Level
- Open Source Platform SW Development
- Integration on customer side (R&D, Series Development)
- Continuous Integration/Testing using Jenkins

Languages:
- Python (Server Application Development)
- Embedded C/C++ (Firmware Development)
- HTML, JAVA Script, Flask (Frontend Development)

We expect:
- Technical education and solid technical knowledge in SW engineering
- Engagement to develop creative and genius products
- Software testing skills or engagement to build up skills in software testing
- Identification and realization of measures to improve effectiveness of our tools and services
- Enthusiasm to learn with a fair-minded team

Salary:
- The yearly gross salary is starting at € 40,000 (Junior) and € 58,000 (Senior) – basis of 38.5h/week.
- A competitive overpayment based on qualifications and experiences is applicable.

Benefits:
- Flexible working hours and home office
- Diverse and interesting area of responsibility
- You work in a small successful company in a dynamically growing industry
- Flat Hierarchy and family working atmosphere
- Food allowance
- Free company parking lot
- A nice place to work in Graz, feeling like in the countryside

We are looking forward to receive your application: office@rebug.org